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It sometimes seems that there are
too many academic scientists. I’m
sure you know the feeling — it tends
to emerge when people you think are
not up to scratch get grants, or
occupy lab space that you’d like for
yourself. But I feel the same way
when I consider the enormous
numbers of scientific papers that
nobody cites and which, therefore,
presumably nobody reads.
Governments and charities are
spending good money on supporting
the authors of these papers, libraries
are spending good money on the
journals, while publishers and paper
pulpers are presumably chuckling all
the way to the bank. Perhaps there
really are too many of us.
Some aspects of the current
scientific career structure are plainly
wrong. Certain large universities are
drafting graduate students at an
ever-increasing rate. It’s a simple
matter of economics — it costs far
less to employ a student than to give
someone with more experience a real
job. To recruit young people for
specialized training, in numbers that
far exceed the number of positions
for which they are being trained,
seems to me to be a disgraceful
habit. The arguments advanced by
senior academics for the status quo
seem transparently self-serving, and
the august institutions that are
abusing young people’s careers to
meet their own goals should be
ashamed of themselves.
But would a wholesale cut in
admissions answer the problem? I
think not. The point is not that there
are too many scientists; there’s
plenty of good science for all these
graduates to do (and they do). What
is needed is a redistribution — a
wider range of jobs with respectable
pay and conditions — rather than
fewer scientists overall.
Perhaps there should be a cull of
unproductive scientists? Currently,
the selective pressure is applied
mainly to young scientists but maybe
it should be applied across the board.
After all, many academic jobhunters
suspect that the standards applied by
academic search committees are now
so high that, if some members of the
search committees were held to the
same standards they would never get
a job offer.
Scientists should not be blamed
for publishing papers that are
never read or cited
But being selective only works if
you can select accurately. If you
wanted to organize a cull of
unproductive scientists, you would
need to select the truly
unproductive from those who have
merely had an off year, or who work
in an unfashionable field, or (above
all) are currently discovering the
truly unexpected and important.
Today’s apparently uninteresting
work could make tomorrow’s Nobel
prize, and it can take years for the
world at large to tell the difference.
In the meantime, the way to
generate the most material is to be
repetitious and uninspired, and
Lord knows we don’t want to
encourage that.
If you set out to sack the most
inefficient 10% of scientists, the
chances are that the people you
think are not up to scratch would
find a way to survive, and the axe
would fall on the competent but
unspectacular. As we all know,
committees sometimes do a terrible
job of picking the best from the rest,
and it would be committees that
swung the axe. 
If you have someone you
consider to be a bad scientist
working upstairs from you, it doesn’t
mean that there isn’t enough work
for scientists to do. For a good
analogy, just look at any road
crew — the fact that half of them
seem to be standing about doing
nothing doesn’t imply a shortage of
holes in the road. If some scientists
are wasting public money while
others can’t get funded, the problem
lies with the way the money is
distributed. Likewise, if authors
submit papers to journals that almost
nobody reads, the problem lies with
the system that rewards those who
do so. If the best route to a good job
is by writing papers which are never
read or cited, that’s what aspiring
researchers will do.
So what would I do about
unproductive scientists? I would
leave them alone (or, at least, not
plan anything worse than happens at
present). Added pressure on
everyone certainly isn’t going to help
young scientists get jobs. Our aim
should be to set policy so that
society gets the best science possible
for the money it gives us. The most
important goal is for the scientific
community to do the best work,
rather than to account for every
penny at the cost of the whole. And
I think that science, in general,
provides excellent value for money.
Compare the amounts that get spent
on, say, sport, and consider how
much scientists have achieved in the
past few years. Academic science is
particularly inexpensive. That’s why
private companies like to collaborate
with academics; as well as bringing a
different viewpoint, we can do more
work for less money.
If anything there should be more
scientists, not fewer. We shouldn’t let
a few people with different aims or
lower goals obscure that point.
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